TIME TRAVEL VIENNA
The Secrets of Vienna’s History!
Welcome to your journey to the heart of Vienna, inside a 400-year-old monastery. Let your
personal tour guide take you through the historical caverns, where you will discover a
magical world full of insights, sensations and emotions.
The Adventure World is situated in the former wine cellar of the Salvatorian monastery St.
Michael and stretches across 1.300 m². It is a mystical place steeped in history with old
masonries and great atmosphere.
The concept of Time Travel Vienna was developed in close cooperation with the historian
Univ.-Prof. Dr. Manfried Rauchensteiner. He established the thematic key issues and picked
representative figures of Viennese history. The production of our multimedia shows and
technical effects was accomplished by notable companies from Europe and the USA, who
worked on numerous projects of the Walt Disney Corporation and the Merlin Group. In a
unique interaction of historical content and top modern entertainment technology Time
Travel Vienna makes history come alive. An emotional approach and effects for all senses
are part of our key concept.

The Tour
Your personal tour guide takes you on a journey through the history of Vienna, which
stretches from the roman military camp Vindobona to contemporary Vienna. The adventure
world consists of a unique combination of many different multimedia shows such as 5D
cinema, animatronic shows (with animated, life-sized figures) and various rides. Stunning
special effects provide a unique experience of the eventful history of Vienna.
Tours with a maximum capacity of 32 visitors start every 20 minutes (00, 20, 40). The whole
tour takes approximately 50 minutes.

Experience 2000 years of Vienna with all your senses
1.300 m² Emotion & Action
That´s the magic of Time Travel Vienna!
All the emotions, all the history, all the fun!

The amazing history adventure!
The tour starts with a short Preshow as an introduction to the history of Vienna and then you
take a seat in our award winning 5D cinema. Experience the magic of the Time Ride, which takes
you flying 2000 years back in history. Become part of
history with stunning 3D and special effects. Experience
first-hand the cremation of Roman Emperor Marcus
Aurelius in roman military camp Vindobona, the plague in
the midst of medieval Vienna and be part of the Turkish
Siege of 1683.

Watch the famous Austrian Emperor family come alive in
the Imperial Theatre. On a stage, which is based on the
imperial court theatre of Schönbrunn palace, Maximilian I,
Maria Theresa, Franz Josef and Empress Elisabeth give a
humorous rendition of their family history and the
Emperor’s everyday life.

Time Travel takes you right back in time to Vienna's last major plague epidemic in 1679. How
does a plague doctor look like and how does it feel to be
in the middle a plague pit? At Time Travel you can
experience how life in Vienna was at the time of the great
plague and why the plague can be survived with humor,
wine and songs. The street musician Augustin became
famous during the great plague of 1679. One day he falls
down heavily drunk and is taken to a plague pit outside
the city. It is not until the next morning that they hear him
singing in the pit and help him out of it. Since then, he is wellknown by the famous song "Oh
dear Augustine".

Experience at Time Travel a Virtual Reality Ride about the "Vienna - the city of music".
Immerse yourself in Viennese music history with VR glasses.
According to the latest market trends of virtual reality, a
360 ° space experience awaits you. Join us on a journey of
classical music, accompanied by waltzing couples, typical
Viennese Heurigen music and modern pop music. Meet the
great music geniuses Mozart, Beethoven and "Rock me
Amadeus" - Falco live.

Feel the fear of war inside a bunker during an air raid on
Vienna in the Second World War in an authentic location that
had indeed served as a refuge during the war, and celebrate
the signing of the Austrian state treaty with Leopold Figl after
10 years of occupation by the allied powers.

Finally, travel back to the present in the enchanting Fiaker
Ride, taking a flight over the beautiful city of Vienna, with
unique views of famous sights like you have never
experienced them before.

How to plan your visit
You can purchase your tickets directly in our box office or in our online web shop. For groups
of 5 and more visitors we recommend making a reservation either by telephone or by email.
Please let us know the number of visitors, the date and the time you would like to visit. We
will send you a confirmation of reservation via email.
Tourstart: every 20 Minuten (00, 20`, 40`). The maximum group size is 32 people.
Duration: 50 minutes. We kindly ask you to be at the ticket office 15 minutes before
tourstart.

Tickets & Prices
Adults

€ 19,90

Children (5-14 years)

€ 15,90

Students & Seniors (60 and older)

€ 17,90

Groups (12 people and more)

€ 16,90

Audio Guides in 10 languages

at no charge, inclusive

As the tours are originally in German we provide audio guides with following languages:
English, Spanish, Italian, French, Hungarian, Polish, Czech, Russian, Japanese and Chinese.
Via the audio guide all tours are translated simultaneously.

Open daily from 10 am to 8 pm, last entry 7 pm

How to get there
Time Travel Vienna is situated in the city centre, in
Habsburgergasse 10a, 1010 Vienna.
You can easily reach Time Travel Vienna by using
the subway line U1 (red) exit Stephansplatz or U3
(orange) exit Herrengasse.
Visitors travelling by car enjoy special rates at our
parking partner “Parkgarage Freyung”. Parking
tickets are available in our shop.
Time Travel in Vienna Betriebs GmbH
Habsburgergasse 10A, 1010 Wien
Telefon: +43 1 532 15 14
E-Mail: office@timetravel-vienna.at
Homepage: www.timetravel-vienna.at
* subject to alteration of prices

